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SURVEY SAYS...

The design process is well underway and we will be doing a reveal in February of the

concepts! 

The  Parks Foundation, which aims to create thriving communities and public spaces in our

city, awarded our project with a full grant amount of $5,000!

We have applied for an additional matching $20,000 from the Government of Alberta

through their Facility Enhancement program (CFEP)
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THE DESIGN PROCESS

Let's improve the outdoor space by increasing

opportunities for outdoor learning and

recreation.

- teacher survey respondent

 

https://www.killarneyparent.ca/150legacyproject

Last year, 87% of teachers said they wanted to use

nature as a learning opportunity, and the Legacy

Project aims to support that vision!

 

How volunteers have been helping!

CHECK OUT THIS WORDLE WE MADE FROM
THE TEACHER SURVEY DESIRES

 

"The grant funding of this program is supported and made possible

by the support of Mario Stella, a passionate philanthropist,

Rotarian and Calgary business man. His generosity and donation

to Parks Foundation will provide a lasting impact by supporting

the innovative vision of communities like yours for years to

come."

1. Illustrate the vision 

thanks Graham Harris!

2. RFQ & selection for architect drawing

contract 

thanks Jordana, Krista & Graham!

STAY TUNED FOR THE DESIGN REVEAL...
COMING IN FEBURARY!

3.  Design team included parents with development experience 

thanks Srimal Ranasinghe!

4. Design education liaison worked with teacher reps for

curriculum alignment thanks room 3 & 10!

5. Concept design created based on feedback from 28 committee

parents and 16 teachers

THANK YOU FOR FUNDING THE
DESIGN! 

$5,000 grant for innovative design awarded 

to the Legacy Project!

https://www.instagram.com/killarneyparentcouncil/
https://www.facebook.com/killarneyparent/
https://www.killarneyparent.ca/150legacyproject


LEGACY HISTORY CORNER 

https://www.killarneyparent.ca/150legacyproject
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ARTIST PROFILE - TRACY FRANKS 

There is really so much more to these pieces than meets

the eye, I encourage you to get up close and look at the

meaningful details.

Award winning artist, Tracy Franks, was a former Artist in Residence at Killarney School in 2014.

Tracy is an interdisciplinary-artist and has worked in the field of ceramics, mural painting, glass and

tile mosaics and sculpture for 30+ years. She told us proudly that she has instructed as an Artist in

Residence for 25 years in more than 85 schools in Calgary!

Tracy brought her unique style of instruction to Killarney, and is responsible for some very important

pieces around the school.   

70% of parents surveyed believe history is important to improving their connectivity to the school

The tree seen in the middle mural is based on the idea of kids

branching out in the community. The leaves have symbols of

values that the kids wanted to show as things that matter to

them. Recycling, respecting the origin of food, water, caring

for animals, education and the journey we are on as people. 

The mural to the left is significant of home and community,

and 

The one to the right is based on nature in the city. Beautiful

concepts!  

The three ceramic murals that wrap the brick wall,

behind the gaga ball pit are stunning, and the students

worked on them with her.  

Tracy designed the tiles and the kids helped to form the

clay outlines and paint them before being kilned. The kids

had the opportunity to choose which pieces they worked

on.  

And one day, when we’re all allowed back in the building, we’ll be able to see the banners she

made that hang in the school as well. 

Many thanks to Tracy for her lasting contribution to our Montessori school legacy!

Tracy was also the artist who created the colourful

stepping stones in the Peace Garden, as well as the three

birdhouses there. She told me they were built as a legacy

to our beloved teacher’s husband, after his death.

by Andrea Nagle

https://www.facebook.com/killarneyparent/
https://www.killarneyparent.ca/150legacyproject
https://www.instagram.com/killarneyparentcouncil/

